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Abstract: The purpose of this review article is to explore the role of therapeutic exercise in managing the pain associated with knee osteoarthritis (OA). Therapeutic exercise is often recommended as a first-line conservative treatment for knee OA, and current evidence supports exercise as an effective pain-relieving intervention. We explore the current state of evidence for exercise as a pain-relieving intervention for knee OA. Next, the mechanisms by which knee OA pain occurs and the potential ways in which exercise may act on those mechanisms are discussed. Clinical applicability and future research directions are suggested. Although evidence demonstrates that exercise reduces knee OA pain, optimal exercise mode and dosage have not been determined. In addition, it is not clearly understood whether exercise provides pain relief via peripheral or central mechanisms or a combination of both. Published clinical trials have explored a variety of interventions, but these interventions have not been specifically designed to target pain pathways. Current evidence strongly supports exercise as a pain-relieving option for those with knee OA. Future research needs to illuminate the mechanisms by which exercise reduces the pain associated with knee OA and the development of therapeutic exercise interventions to specifically target these mechanisms.
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Background
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of OA in the USA, with an estimated prevalence of symptomatic knee OA in 10%–16% of older adults in the USA according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Prevalence of knee OA increases with age, ranging from 3% among those aged 45–54 years old to 44% in those at least 80 years old. These prevalence estimates are expected to increase as the US population continues to age and obesity rates rise.

Risk factors for knee OA include advancing age and previous history of trauma. Familial clustering and twin studies have shown a probable genetic component for the development of knee OA, though environmental factors may also play a role in its development. The presence of obesity has been shown to be associated with increased risk of knee OA, and may also increase the rate of articular cartilage degeneration. The most commonly reported symptom of knee OA is pain, and pain has been identified as the top clinical concern for those with OA. Overall, higher levels of pain from knee OA are linked to lower physical function and lower quality of life. Thus, relief of pain is paramount in improving the lives of those with knee OA.

Conservative treatments for knee OA pain are numerous. More than half of those with knee OA report taking over-the-counter pain medications, while approximately
one-third use vitamins or other dietary supplements and various topical ointments. Physical modalities such as transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, laser, electrocupuncture, magnets, and therapeutic ultrasound have been studied with varying results. The benefits of supplements such as glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate continue to be under investigation, with results as yet inconclusive. Some with knee OA also attempt to manage pain with psychological interventions such as cognitive behavioral therapy and pain coping skills training. Injections of cortisone or hyaluronic acid are quite common. Despite myriad treatment options, one study found that 19% of those with knee OA report that their pain is not adequately controlled.

Therapeutic exercise is often recommended as a first-line conservative treatment for knee OA. The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons 2013 guidelines for the treatment of knee OA include a strong recommendation for strengthening, low-impact aerobic exercise, neuromuscular education, and physical activity for those with symptomatic OA, while the American College of Rheumatology’s 2012 recommendations for the management of knee OA include a strong recommendation for aerobic and/or resistance land-based exercise as well as aquatic exercise. Similarly, the 2008 expert consensus guidelines from the Osteoarthritis Research Society International advocate regular aerobic, strengthening, and range-of-motion exercise for all patients with knee OA.

The overall aim of this review is to explore the role of therapeutic exercise in managing pain associated with knee OA. Specifically, we first discuss current evidence supporting exercise as a pain-relieving intervention then the mechanisms of pain generation in knee OA are explored, and how exercise may act on these mechanisms to relieve knee OA pain. Finally, the clinical applicability of the current evidence and directions for future research are suggested.

**Evidence supporting exercise as pain relieving**

Despite increased public awareness of the importance of exercise and physical activity, only 27.8% of those with knee OA engage in regular moderate or vigorous physical activity. The evidence base supporting exercise as a means to reduce pain in knee OA continues to grow.

Published in 2005, the MOVE consensus outlines recommendations for the use of exercise to manage hip and knee OA. These recommendations promote both strengthening and aerobic exercise as a means to reduce OA pain, with the addition of behavioral interventions to promote long-term lifestyle changes to maintain increased levels of physical activity. The authors also recommend that exercise therapy be individualized based on age and comorbidities, but group and home exercise are equally effective. Finally, the authors support the effectiveness of exercise in all stages of OA and state that exercise may reduce the progression of knee OA, although they acknowledge that these recommendations are based on expert opinion and are not supported by evidence in existence at the time of publication. Given the fairly generous number of effectiveness studies published since 2005 in the area of exercise for knee OA, these recommendations may be ripe for reassessment and updating.

Several recent reviews have been published regarding the strength of evidence supporting exercise as a pain-relieving intervention for those with knee OA. Most have reported that exercise does indeed reduce pain, but effect sizes are small to moderate at best. Relatively small effect size, inadequate dosage, and lack of research comparing different modes of exercise are common limitations of the current evidence.

A 2009 Cochrane systematic review of 32 studies of land-based exercise for knee OA concluded that platinum-level evidence supports land-based therapeutic exercise for at least short-term pain reduction, but long-term effects are unclear and pooled effect sizes are small. Unfortunately, this review did not consider the mode of intervention used – both aerobic and strengthening interventions were included, both weight-bearing (WB) and non-weight-bearing (NWB) interventions were included, and none of the authors’ comparisons attempted to note whether any particular mode was most effective for pain relief. The review did conclude that studies that provided an individual intervention produced greater pain relief than class- or home-based interventions; however, no conclusions could be made regarding the most effective mode or dosage of exercise for knee OA pain.

Although modest effect sizes appear to be a common denominator among published studies of exercise for knee OA pain, the quality and dosage of the interventions provided are also limiting factors. In the aforementioned Cochrane review of land-based exercise for knee OA, only 12 of the 32 studies included provided interventions at least twice per week for at least 8 weeks. Several focused on strengthening only one muscle group (the quadriceps femoris) or provided very elementary interventions such as education about exercise or simple range-of-motion exercises, which are unlikely to independently produce a training effect or significant pain relief. Many of the included studies involved home-based interventions with minimal supervision. The overall pooled...
effect size for pain relief of the 32 studies was 0.40. Of the 12 studies that provided an intervention likely to produce an effect, only one had an effect size for pain relief below 0.40. Thus, it appears that mode, intensity, and frequency of intervention play a large role in pain relief.

Following, we explore the pain-relieving effects of various modes of exercise that have been studied, including the appropriate dosage to provide pain relief for those with knee OA.

**Aerobic**

Evidence appears to support aerobic exercise as effective for pain relief, but the current published research is lacking quality information on the optimal mode and dosage. Two recent studies noted pain relief following a community-based walking intervention and following a group stationary cycling program. However, the walking intervention study had a very large dropout rate at the follow-up period, and effect sizes for pain were small to moderate. The stationary cycling study demonstrated moderate to large effect sizes for pain variables, but there was no follow-up beyond the end of the intervention period, so it is unknown whether these effects were sustained.

**Strength**

A recent meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials determined that both NWB [standardized mean difference (SMD) -1.42] and WB (SMD -0.7) strengthening exercises are more efficacious for pain relief than aerobic exercise (SMD -0.45). A strength of this particular analysis is that the authors only included studies with an exercise frequency of at least three sessions per week; thus, the interventions were most likely of an adequate intensity to produce a real effect. Other recent randomized controlled trials (RCTs) investigating strengthening interventions have noted significantly reduced pain following strengthening interventions but have failed to provide evidence supporting any particular intensity or dosage that may be most effective for knee OA pain. Table 1 outlines the design, results, and relevance of recent RCTs.

A 2008 systematic review examined 18 RCTs of strengthening exercise for knee OA and noted that more than half of the studies demonstrated significant improvements in self-reported pain. Among the included studies, the intervention ranged from two to seven sessions per week, each lasting from 10 to 60 minutes each, consisting of three to ten sets of three to 20 repetitions of strengthening exercise. Several of the included studies failed to publish the intensity of the intervention, and many did not report how the intervention was progressed to produce a training effect. This again highlights the lack of useful data available for clinicians to prescribe the best, most effective strengthening program to provide pain relief for those with knee OA.

Muscle weakness, particularly in the quadriceps femoris, is associated with increased pain levels and poorer physical function. Strong muscles are less fatigable and exhibit greater motor control, thus avoiding damaging increases in shear forces and peak joint forces that have been found during activity in those with weak muscles. A rabbit study found that even a very short period of muscle weakness may be a risk factor for articular cartilage degeneration.

A human study found that providing pain relief via injection of local anesthetic into the knee joint resulted in improved maximum voluntary contraction of the quadriceps muscles. Thus, focusing on strengthening exercises may help to avoid destructive joint forces and is likely to be associated with reduced pain levels.

**Aquatic**

A 2009 Cochrane review of aquatic exercise for knee and hip OA concluded that gold-level evidence supports that aquatic exercise “probably slightly reduces pain” over 3 months. However, this review studied both hip and knee OA. Only one of the included studies compared aquatic with land therapy specifically for those with knee OA, and a large effect was found for pain relief with aquatic resistance training (SMD 0.86) compared with land exercise. In addition, the modes of interventions provided in the studies included in the Cochrane review were widely variable. Of the included studies, treatment ranged from flexibility to strengthening to aerobics to simple joint range of motion. Dosage of exercise and length of intervention were also quite variable – interventions ranged from 6 weeks to 9 months. Thus, while this review supports the pain-relieving efficacy of aquatic exercise, it does little to determine which mode, intensity, or length of intervention may provide optimal pain relief for those with knee OA.

**Other**

A 2013 systematic review pooled five RCTs investigating the effects of tai chi for knee OA and found moderate evidence for pain relief in the short-term but no long-term effects. However, only one of the five included studies found a large effect size for pain relief with tai chi, and its participants were asked to perform tai chi daily for 48 weeks. It is unclear whether a lower frequency of tai chi would be as effective in providing pain relief.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Dosage/length of intervention</th>
<th>Outcome(s)</th>
<th>Comment(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aerobic exercise</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salacinski et al.</td>
<td>Group stationary cycling</td>
<td>37 (18 intervention and 17 control)</td>
<td>12 weeks, at least two sessions per week, 40–60 minutes per session</td>
<td>1.65 mm improvement in walking pain compared with control group, 95% CI 2.1–3.1</td>
<td>Lack of an attention control may limit findings, but group cycling may be effective in providing pain relief at 12 weeks. No follow-up beyond end of intervention period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brosseau et al.</td>
<td>Walking intervention at moderate intensity (50%–70% of maximum heart rate)</td>
<td>222 (75 walking + behavioral intervention, 81 walking only, 84 self-directed control)</td>
<td>12 months, three sessions per week, 10-minute warm-up plus 45-minute walk per session</td>
<td>Significant reduction in arthritis pain among walking and behavioral intervention group at 12 and 18 months, and control at 18 months. Overall results extremely variable; effect sizes for pain relief were small</td>
<td>Large dropout rate in this study may limit ability to make conclusions from its results. Variability in results on pain relief makes the overall results largely inconclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistance exercise</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farr et al.</td>
<td>Resistance training (protocol: stretching, balance, flexibility, muscle strength, and aerobic components)</td>
<td>171 (52 resistance training, 62 resistance training + self-management, 57 self-management)</td>
<td>Resistance training: 9 months, three sessions per week, 1 hour per session. Self-management (self-efficacy, coping, fear avoidance): 9 months, one 90-minute session per week for the first 12 weeks followed by one telephone call to reinforce knowledge for 24 weeks</td>
<td>Significant reduction in OA pain at 3 months for resistance group; no other significant pain reductions in other groups or at other time points. When two resistance groups were combined, significant reduction in OA pain at 3- and 9-month follow-up</td>
<td>Study may have been underpowered to detect an effect. Authors ultimately combined the resistance and resistance + self-management groups for analysis, which leads to suspicious conclusions. Lack of follow-up beyond the end of the intervention period also raises question of whether any pain-relieving effects were maintained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzgerald et al.</td>
<td>Agility and perturbation training</td>
<td>183 (92 in standard exercise group and 91 in agility and perturbation training group)</td>
<td>Both groups received standard lower extremity stretching and strengthening and treadmill, plus home program. Agility and perturbation group also performed dynamic gait/balance and perturbation techniques using uneven surfaces</td>
<td>No reduction in knee pain in either group at 2-, 6-, or 12-month follow-up</td>
<td>Neither intervention resulted in pain reduction. Only approximately half of participants had &gt;80% adherence with the intervention, which may have limited results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayers et al.</td>
<td>High- vs slow-speed strengthening</td>
<td>33 (12 high-speed power training, ten slow-speed strength training, eleven control)</td>
<td>12 weeks, three sessions per week, using knee extension strengthening equipment. High-speed group performed fast repetitions at 40% of maximum, and slow-speed group performed slow repetitions at 80% of maximum</td>
<td>Significant reduction in WOMAC pain subscale (P&lt;0.02) across all groups</td>
<td>No differences between high-speed power training, slow-speed strength training, or control (stretching and warm-up exercises) for self-reported pain. Sample had very mild knee OA, which may not be representative of general knee OA population. Small sample size may have limited ability to detect a difference between groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin</td>
<td>Proprioceptive training vs strength training</td>
<td>108 (split into proprioception training, strength training, or no exercise)</td>
<td>8 weeks, three sessions per week, no follow-up period. Strength group performed NWB LE strengthening; proprioception group performed NWB proprioception exercises using target pedals, guided by a computer</td>
<td>Both interventions resulted in significant decrease in pain relative to control group; effect sizes were large for both groups. No between-group differences for pain</td>
<td>Both interventions may be useful for pain reduction. The proprioception exercises being entirely NWB is not consistent with real-life situations, thus their clinical utility may be limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Summary of published studies 2008–2013 with exercise intervention for participants with knee OA and pain as an outcome variable
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**Balance/flexibility exercise**

Ebnezar et al.

*Hatha yoga*

235 (118 yoga group, 117 control)

40 minutes of daily yoga with instructor for 2 weeks, followed by 12 weeks of daily independent practice. Control group: general therapeutic exercise

Compared with baseline, 37% reduction in walking pain at 15 days, 65% reduction in walking pain at 90 days. (Control group: 25% and 42% reductions in walking pain, respectively)

Hatha yoga resulted in greater improvements in walking pain than general therapeutic exercise but both effect sizes were very large. Minimal supervision for the intervention raises question of adherence

Wang et al.

*Tai chi*

40 (20 tai chi group, 20 attention control group)

12 weeks, two sessions per week, 60 minutes per session with instruction of tai chi master. Participants also given a DVD and handouts and encouraged to continue practicing until 48-week follow-up visit

Pain was significantly more improved in tai chi group than attention control group at 12 weeks, but these between-group differences were not maintained at 24- and 48-week follow-up

Effect sizes for tai chi group were large for both WOMAC pain subscale and VAS at all follow-up points. Tai chi is probably effective at reducing knee OA pain

**Combination exercise**

Hurley et al.

*Individualized exercise program + coping-strategies intervention* (ESCAPE knee pain trial)

418 (278 in intervention arm, 140 in usual care)

6 weeks, two sessions per week. 15–20 minutes of discussion of coping strategies followed by 35–40 minutes of individualized exercise prescribed by a PT

Intervention group had significantly less pain (P<0.001) at 6-week follow-up, but results were not maintained at 6-, 18-, or 30-month follow-ups

ESCAPE intervention effective for short-term pain relief but results not maintained. Large dropout rate at 30-month follow-up. Analysis combined data from those who performed exercise individually with PT with those in groups of eight; no information was given on whether results differed according to individual vs group mode

Abbott et al.

*Individualized exercise program*

206 (51 exercise therapy, 54 manual therapy, 50 combined exercise + manual therapy, 51 control)

Seven visits within the first 9 weeks of the trial, and two “booster” sessions in week 16; each session lasted 50 minutes. Exercise therapy consisted of warm-up/aerobic, muscle strength, stretching, and neuromuscular control exercises

Exercise, manual therapy, and manual therapy + exercise groups demonstrated significantly less pain at 1-year follow-up

Effect sizes for exercise groups were small to moderate. Intensity was fairly limited (<1 exercise session per week), which may have resulted in limited effects on pain

Jan et al.

*High- vs low-resistance strength training*

102 (34 high resistance, 34 low resistance, 34 control)

8 weeks, three sessions per week. Sessions lasted 30 minutes for the high-resistance (60% of 1RM) group and 50 minutes for the low-resistance (10% of 1RM) group

Both groups demonstrated significant improvement in pain using WOMAC pain subscale; no change in control group; large effect sizes seen for both but higher for high-resistance group

Intensity used for low-resistance group does not match what would be used clinically (10% of 1RM is likely insufficient for a training effect). Nonetheless, effect sizes for reduction in WOMAC pain are large for both the high- and low-resistance groups. No follow-up beyond intervention period raises questions regarding whether effects were maintained

**Abbreviations:** CI, confidence interval; ESCAPE, Enabling Self-management and Coping with Arthritic Knee Pain through Exercise; LE, lower extremity; NWB, non-weight bearing; OA, osteoarthritis; PT, physical therapist; RM, repetition maximum; VAS, visual analog scale; vs, versus; WOMAC, Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index; N, sample size; iRM, one repetition maximum.
Concluding comments regarding the current evidence
The majority of published systematic reviews and meta-analyses regarding exercise for relief of OA pain include studies published in 2007 and earlier; however, several randomized clinical trials have been published since that time [see Table 1 for a summary of recent evidence (within the past 5 years)] investigating exercise interventions for pain relief in knee OA.

Perhaps the greatest limitation of the current evidence regarding the pain-relieving qualities of exercise for knee OA is the fact that interventions are not designed to specifically target pain. While some interventions such as NWB strengthening and aquatherapy aim to minimize joint forces and thus reduce pain, none of the intervention studies specifically targets the mechanisms believed responsible for generation of pain in knee OA.

Understanding the mechanisms by which knee OA pain may occur is important in furthering our ability to provide proper modes and dosages of exercise to effectively design pain-relieving exercise interventions. It has been suggested that, since knee pain reduces strength in the surrounding muscles by 5%–15%, those with knee pain are trapped in a “vicious cycle” of pain, which is followed by decreased activity levels as a strategy to avoid pain, which results in increased muscle weakness. The evidence suggests that exercise can interrupt this cycle by reducing pain levels for those with OA. However, research into the specific mechanisms by which exercise provides pain relief is a developing topic.

Exercise and its potential to influence pain mechanisms in OA
Although OA is a disease characterized by degeneration of articular cartilage, cartilage is aneural, thus cannot be the source of OA pain. Much research into the genesis of knee OA pain has focused on investigation of other structures that may be producing pain, including the synovium, periosteum, subchondral bone, infrapatellar fat pad, and joint capsule. More recently, research has begun to focus on the different mechanisms by which knee pain may occur. These mechanisms may generally be categorized into peripheral and central pathways.

Peripheral pathways
Peripheral sensitization occurs when peripheral nociceptive afferents become more spontaneously active and overly sensitive to unpleasant stimuli such as excessive movement or loading. Peripheral sensitization in OA is associated with local pain at the involved joint. The term “primary hyperalgesia” refers to increased sensitivity of peripheral nociceptors at the site of tissue damage.

Local inflammatory pathways and effects of mechanical loading
While OA was previously thought a noninflammatory disease, evidence now clearly demonstrates the activation of inflammatory pathways in osteoarthritic joints, which play a role in peripheral sensitization. Cytokines are an important part of most inflammatory processes in the body. In the synovial fluid and serum of those with OA, increased levels of several cytokines, including interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, IL-1B, and IL-15, have been observed. Several studies have demonstrated that the elevation of cytokines in a joint with OA is related to cartilage breakdown. In addition, cytokines such as IL-1B can inhibit aggrecan and collagen production, thus decreasing the joint’s ability to produce extracellular matrix. Cytokines have also been shown to cause upregulation of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), which causes increased prostaglandins and other lipid mediators in joints with OA. Prostaglandins have been shown to play a role in inflammation and formation of new blood vessels as well as inducing cartilage damage mediated by cytokines.

In addition to cytokines, another group of mediators called “adipokines” may play a role in inducing inflammation in osteoarthritic joints. Adipokines, derived mostly from adipose tissue, have been shown to cause cartilage breakdown and may play a role in the relationship between obesity and OA.

Several recent studies have provided insight into how the inflammatory component of OA may be associated with peripheral sensitization. One study demonstrated that injection of an immunopotentiating agent into the knee joints of geriatric mice resulted in joint edema, macrophage infiltration, formation of new blood vessels, and sprouting of both sensory and sympathetic nerve fibers into the synovium and periosteum. Studies in humans have found that inducing experimental knee pain by injecting hypertonic saline into the infrapatellar fat pad results in peripheral sensitization, measured as immediate pressure hyperalgesia on the fat pad. Another study noted that those with increased local pain sensitivity also had higher C-reactive protein and IL-6 blood levels.

Excessive joint compression and shear forces are associated with knee OA, and much research has investigated the effects that these forces may have on pain generation. While many previously thought that exercise would be detrimental...
to an osteoarthritic joint, research now shows that graded exercise may promote cartilage homeostasis and reduce inflammation.

Bevill and colleagues determined that different regions of the tibial plateau respond differently to in vitro mechanical loading. They hypothesized that spatial variation in gene expression of tibial plateau chondrocytes was probably due to differences in loading. In a porcine model, they confirmed that gene expression changed following mechanical loading. These results may be important in humans at risk for knee OA, specifically those with any condition that may put chondrocytes at risk of bearing unexpected loads. Specifically, knee instability due to prior anterior cruciate ligament or meniscal injury may cause mechanical loads on areas of the tibial plateau in which the chondrocytes do not typically anticipate loading – thus, the articular cartilage in that area may lack the necessary thickness and strength to handle such loads. This may lead to cartilage degeneration.

**Implications for exercise and pain relief**

In an osteoarthritic joint, IL-1B induces the release of prostaglandins and nitrous oxide, which ultimately results in reduced proteoglycan synthesis and reduced extracellular cartilage matrix. Chowdhury and colleagues showed that dynamic compression of chondrocytes actually counteracts this release of prostaglandins and nitrous oxide. Thus, it is suggested that dynamic mechanical compression of the osteoarthritic knee joint may inhibit the inflammatory process. This compression could be mimicked during therapeutic exercise by performance of exercises that apply a dynamic, physiologic load to the knee joint. This could be achieved for those with knee OA with dynamic WB exercises.

Another study found that the cyclic tensile strain of chondrocytes in vitro results in IL-1B suppression and ultimately reduces catabolism of articular cartilage. In addition, cyclic tensile strain results in increased proteoglycan and aggrecan synthesis, needed to promote cartilage homeostasis. The strain applied to chondrocytes in this study was designed to mimic continuous passive motion, a technique often used in knee rehabilitation to reduce joint stiffness and inflammation. The results of this study may support the use of continuous passive motion as an effective means of inhibiting the inflammatory process in an osteoarthritic knee joint. In addition, this may provide insight into the pathways by which repetitive exercises such as stationary cycling may provide pain relief, as was the case in the study by Salacinski and colleagues.

Evidence from outside the OA literature also supports the ability of exercise to reduce peripheral sensitization. A study investigating neck pain found an immediate local hypoalgesia following completion of deep cervical flexor activation and endurance exercises, with an increase in the local pressure pain threshold. The mechanism is unclear, but no systemic hypoalgesia or sympathetic nervous system excitation was observed. Because those with cervical pathology often have altered posture in the upper cervical spine, it is possible that activation of the deep upper cervical muscles relieved pain by temporarily improving posture and reducing stress on local irritated tissues. This may be applicable to the knee OA population, because it suggests that even exercises to activate specific muscles, without moving through a large arc of motion, can relieve pain, which may be particularly useful for those with end-stage knee OA who cannot tolerate exercises throughout the joint range of motion.

Overall, research suggests that peripheral mechanisms play a large role in the generation of knee OA pain and that exercise can inhibit these mechanisms to reduce pain. This information should be used for additional human studies aimed at designing specific exercise protocols to inhibit peripheral pain pathways.

**Central sensitization**

In addition to knee pain, those with OA often report referred pain and allodynia at a location distant from the involved joint. These phenomena are likely due to central sensitization, in which there is increased excitability and/or decreased inhibition at the spinal or cortical level. The term “secondary hyperalgesia” refers to increased sensitivity of neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord in the segments corresponding to the primary site. OA pain has also been shown to activate the prefrontal limbic region of the cortex, suggesting that this region, also associated with emotional responses, may play a role in generation of OA pain.

It is proposed that the phenomenon of central sensitization plays a very important role in the chronicity of OA pain, as well as pain in other chronic diseases. A few studies have also related central sensitization to OA pain. The aforementioned study by Joergensen noted that experimental knee pain caused increased temporal summation of pain signals in the surrounding musculature, which was thought to be a marker of central sensitization.

It has been suggested that physical activity in general results in a decrease in excitability of the motor cortex and reduces pain by creating a motor-evoked potential drop, which would seem to suggest that pain relief is possible regardless of the mode of exercise undertaken. A trial conducted in rats showed that treadmill exercise reversed signs
of neuropathic pain and resulted in increased opioid content in the regions of the brainstem that help to modulate pain.\textsuperscript{60}

The results of this study support exercise as a means to reduce central sensitization.

Two other human studies found that exercise resulted in immediate reduction in pain at sites distant from the involved area.\textsuperscript{61,62} In the first study, people with chronic low back pain performed 25 minutes of aerobic cycle ergometry.\textsuperscript{61}

At 2 and 32 minutes post-exercise, pressure pain threshold was significantly greater at the nondominant index finger, suggesting a reduction in central sensitization. In the second study, healthy women performed submaximal isometric hand exercises.\textsuperscript{62} Following exercise, pressure thresholds significantly increased and pain ratings significantly decreased in both the ipsilateral and contralateral hands. Although the modes of exercise used were different in the two studies, both were successful at inhibiting central pain pathways.

Another trial suggests that pain relief may occur both peripherally and centrally by reducing inflammation.\textsuperscript{63} In that study, inflammation was triggered in mice via injection of lipopolysaccharide. Some mice were then subjected to exercise. Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB), an immune response regulator, was then measured at several time points. Mice who exercised following the injection showed near-full suppression of NF-κB activation (compared with little change in NF-κB activity in mice that received the injection but did not exercise and mice that exercised but did not receive the injection). In the study, exercise inhibited inflammation systemically via NF-κB suppression both in lymph nodes distant from the injection site and locally at the injection site. In addition, both exercise prior to and exercise following the injection resulted in suppression of pro-inflammatory cytokines. The suppressive effects of exercise lasted only 24 hours following exercise. If these results were translated to a human model, it could be supposed that exercise must be performed quite frequently to maximize its inflammatory suppressive effects.

An ongoing clinical trial in Denmark (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01545258) seeks to apply a similar model in humans by investigating both peripheral and central mechanisms of exercise in knee OA. Participants are performing supervised exercise training three times per week for 1 hour and are then assessed for changes in pain threshold and temporal summation of pain. In addition, pro-inflammatory cytokines and biomarkers of cartilage breakdown in blood and urine will be measured, as well as knee inflammation on advanced imaging.

Overall, human studies investigating the mechanism of pain relief provided by exercise for people with knee OA are in their infancy. Human studies in non-OA populations indicate that both peripheral and central mechanisms play a role in pain reduction following exercise, and continued research into the specific mechanisms in those with OA is needed.

**Future directions**

While animal and in vitro studies are beginning to increase knowledge of how exercise may promote pain relief in an osteoarthritic joint, these theories have not yet been adequately tested in humans. Many studies continue to investigate the pain-relieving effects of exercise, but without knowledge of the particular mechanisms by which pain relief may occur, it is difficult to determine the most beneficial mode and dosage of exercise. Thus, more research needs to be done in humans to understand the mechanisms by which exercise reduces pain and to determine appropriate exercise parameters to maximize pain relief.

A particular challenge in the study of peripheral and central mechanisms by which OA causes pain and by which exercise relieves such pain is the limitation of methods to identify pain. Most instruments for identifying pain-processing mechanisms are laboratory based, thus expensive and not terribly clinically relevant.\textsuperscript{64} Pressure algometers have been shown to be fairly reliable and inexpensive tools for measuring general sensitivity to pressure stimuli but are not yet widely used in clinics and do not distinguish between peripheral and central pain mechanisms.\textsuperscript{64} The ability to clinically determine whether a person’s pain is related more to peripheral or central mechanisms may significantly assist in treatment decisions, thus this is an area ripe for research. It is quite possible that certain exercise approaches will be useful for peripheral pain, while others may be more useful for central pain. Research needs to be done to identify those who will respond to certain types of pain-relieving exercises depending on the type of pain experienced.

In addition to selection of an appropriate mode and dosage of exercise to provide pain relief, further research is needed to explore other factors that may affect the outcome of exercise on pain. For example, is there a positive interaction between exercise and pharmacologic treatment? Does timing of exercise and medication schedule affect pain relief? Disease severity has been shown to be a potential predictor of responsiveness to rehabilitation;\textsuperscript{65} thus, different exercise approaches may need to be used for those with early versus late-stage knee OA in order to provide optimal pain relief.
Behavioral factors are also likely to influence the outcomes of exercise. Lower fear of physical activity has been associated with increased odds of a positive response to exercise. Pain in OA is also related to a number of psychological variables such as anxiety, depression, poor pain-coping skills, and greater fear avoidance. The specific effects of these variables on the outcomes of exercise for those with knee OA need to be examined.

Conclusion
Overall, research consistently supports exercise as an effective means of relieving pain. As the specific mechanisms of OA pain and how exercise may interrupt these pain pathways are discovered, this information can be used by clinical researchers to determine optimal mode and dosage of exercise to provide maximal pain relief to those with knee OA.
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